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Assessment for Inclusion, also termed
inclusive assessment, aims to foster 
equitable assessment and feedback 
practices that give all students the 
opportunity to effectively demonstrate their 
learning and achieve success. 

As Morris, Milton and Goldstone (2019) put 
it, ‘inclusive assessment processes provide 
for all students whilst also meeting the 
needs of [a] specific group’ (p. 437) 

It includes: 

National Forum (2017) https://www.teachingandlearning.ie/wpcontent/uploads/2017/03/Sectoral-insight-web-
ready.pdf

https://www.teachingandlearning.ie/wpcontent/uploads/2017/03/Sectoral-insight-web-ready.pdf
https://www.teachingandlearning.ie/wpcontent/uploads/2017/03/Sectoral-insight-web-ready.pdf


Outcomes of Assessment for Inclusion

To support  ‘equity’ , ‘fairness’ and ‘justice’ (outcomes) for all 
students in higher education: 

• supporting all students to succeed (student success)
• developing students’ sense of belonging (belonging)
• supporting social inclusion and social justice,
• developing staff and students professional and personal values,
• ensuring that standards are fair and maintained 

Bain (2023); Morris et al., (2019); McArthur (2021); 



Developing the Framework: Qualitative Action Research Methodology 
(Bradley, 2015; Mertler, 2019)
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Findings



The Self at the Centre and Context is Key

National, 
International 
context.. 



Develop an Awareness of the SELF 
Some reflective questions include, for example

• What are your personal/professional educational values?
• Do you think assessment for inclusion is for all students or for certain groups? Why? 
• Should assessment be equitable, which may mean they are not the same? Is that 

fair?
• What do think is meant by student success?

• Are assessments stressful for you, or your students?
• Do you feel anger, upset about some of the practices/policies in this area? 
• How could you and your students best manage some of these emotions?

• What assessment or feedback approaches are preventing student success ?
• What is your understanding of the knowledge of terminology, skills and attitudes 

around inclusive assessment and feedback? 

Values

Emotions 

Knowledge 



What are and why design 
principles? 

• Principles are guiding statements situated in the 
middle ground between the more theoretical 
literature and the practice wisdom

• To guide practice and policy 
      (Kremmel & Harding, 2020; Xu and Brown (2016).

• To imagine what next or reflect on what could be 
missing? 

• They should have a verb, be understandable,.. 



What 
principles 
are in and 
why? 





Assessment & Feedback Design Principles
Assessment and feedback 

approaches should be:
Examples 

1 Be empowering giving voice to students, co-designing, judging their own work..

2 Be authentic relevant, collaborative, personalised, linked with identity of learners..

3 Be diverse across a programme different methods across stages/levels in a programme..

4 Be manageable consider load, space, appropriate weighting, equitable effort..

5 Be flexible flexible deadlines, different approaches..

Supporting students who find assessment (or feedback): 
overwhelming (load); unfamiliar; disempowering; not relevant to their 
experiences;  isolating; not suiting their free time…. 



Assessment & Feedback Design Principles
Assessment and feedback 

approaches should be:
Examples 

6 Allow choice in methods, feedback approaches, topics..

7 Be scaffolded sequenced, continuous, and integrated to support learning..

8 Be transparent articulate a clear purpose, accessible formats, clear documentation,
clear criteria..

9 Be culturally responsive responsive to students from different cultural backgrounds..

10 Support active citizenship develop ideas and actions to support others in society..

Supporting students who find assessment (or feedback): 
Not playing to their strengths; stressful; hard to organise; not suiting their needs; unsure 
of expectations; not supporting their community/background…. 



Principles
•Ranked differently , students emphasised 

importance of ‘transparency’ 
•They are interconnected and dynamic
•Can be stage/level and context related 
•Some have more immediate and some 

longer design implications



Some principles 
are on similar 

journeys, such 
‘flexible, 

empowering, 
choice’ 



Some of our ongoing considerations, for you to 
also consider: 
• Would they make sense to you, your students? 
• Are we missing any? 
• Is fairness the underlying concept/driver? 
• Is ‘belonging’ a principle or an outcome ? 
• What are the key outcomes for Assessment for Inclusion? 
• Is it accessible language for staff and students? i.e. ‘assessment 

for inclusion’
• How to work with complexity yet communicate it simply? 
• Where does grading fit best? 



Implementation ideas



Be flexible

Be scaffolded

Be culturally responsive

Be authentic

Reflecting on 
key learning 
challenges in 
your module  

Giving emphasis 
to different 
aspects at 
different times, 
contexts, 
modules, etc.

Be transparent.     

Be empowering

Be authentic

Be manageable

Allow choice

Support active citizenship

Be diverse across a programme

Module Module Module Module Module Module



Principle Assessment : 
Example resources

Feedback (for and as Learning):  
Example Resources

Be empowering Students in the co-creation of the essay titles and 
marking criteria (Deeley & Bovill, 2017) 

Students requesting specific feedback 

Be authentic Debates in Law, ‘Interactive Orals’ (Griffith 
University)

Individualised, personalized feedback

Be diverse across a 
programme

Mapping diversity across a programme (UCD T&L, 
2024a)
UCD Programme Assessment & Feedback Strategies 
Framework (UCD T&L, 2023)

Moving from structured assessment criteria 
(analytical criteria) to criteria that assesses 
more complex tasks (holistic criteria)  

Be manageable Use of assessment equivalences in design (UCD T&L, 
2024c)

Targeted, action specific feedback 

Be flexible Flexible deadlines/grading schemes..(STLHE 2024) 
Choice of audio or written feedback

Allow choice Video or written essay (O’Neill, 2022)

Be scaffolded Nested assessments (University of Melbourne, 2024) Develop students’ skills of peer review (UCD 
T&L, 2024b) 

Be transparent Analytic rubrics (UCD T&L, 2024d) In class-dialogue around criteria (McArthur and 
Huxham 2013)

Be culturally responsive Make assessment sufficiently open for students to 
research and draw on examples from their own 
context. (U of Brighton, 2024)

Clear language used in feedback

Support active citizenship Problem solving real-life issue in assignment Involvement of patients, carers and other parties 
in the feedback process (McArthur, 2016) 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=aIW5U5NrV0c&t=39s
https://www.ucd.ie/teaching/resources/moduleandprogrammedesign/designingprogrammes/mappingandalignment/
https://www.ucd.ie/teaching/resources/moduleandprogrammedesign/designingprogrammes/mappingandalignment/
https://www.ucd.ie/teaching/resources/moduleandprogrammedesign/programmeassessmentandfeedback/
https://www.ucd.ie/teaching/resources/moduleandprogrammedesign/programmeassessmentandfeedback/
https://www.ucd.ie/teaching/t4media/programme_assessment_feedback_ideas.pdf
https://www.ucd.ie/teaching/t4media/programme_assessment_feedback_ideas.pdf
https://www.ucd.ie/teaching/t4media/programme_assessment_feedback_ideas.pdf
https://www.stlhe.ca/teaching-tip-tuesday/tip-3-use-flexible-assessment-to-engage-and-motivate-learners/
https://www.taylorfrancis.com/chapters/oa-edit/10.4324/9781003293101-22/student-choice-assessment-methods-geraldine-neill
https://melbourne-cshe.unimelb.edu.au/ai-aai/home/ai-assessment/designing-assessment-tasks-that-are-less-vulnerable-to-ai/seven-practical-strategies/3.-design-nested-or-staged-assessments
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GP1ww_1AJzI&list=PLBrKYeYjnkNL6H2FjA8IOgPFhH0RGXb7j&index=4
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GP1ww_1AJzI&list=PLBrKYeYjnkNL6H2FjA8IOgPFhH0RGXb7j&index=4
https://www.ucd.ie/teaching/t4media/designing_feedback_rubrics.pdf
https://www.tandfonline.com/doi/full/10.1080/02602938.2015.1053429
https://s3.eu-west-2.amazonaws.com/assets.creode.advancehe-document-manager/documents/hea/private/hea_brighton_2_1568037348.pdf


Next steps to develop awareness and 
to embed the Framework in curriculum 
design in UCD  

Bringing more diversity into the 
‘assessment and feedback net’
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